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Physics 24 Test-Level Problems for Recitation 4 

1.  A ring of negative, uniform charge density is placed on the xz-plane with 2 

at the origin. A positive charge moves along the y axis toward the center of the ring. At the f ; G2 %G 
moment the charge passes through the center of the ling 3 . ,: z = 0 
[A] its velocity and its acceleration reach their maximum values, [B] its velocity ismaximud 
Ad its acceleration is zeroi[C] its velocity and its acceleration are both equal to zero, [D] its - 
velocity is zero and its acceleration is maximum. 

2. A wire of  finite length has a uniform linear charge density Xo and is 
bent into the shape of a quarter circle as shown in the figure. Find the 
electric field at point P (the origin and center of the circle). Express your 
answer in unit vector notation using the coordinate system given. (You 

3. Three point charges are placed on three comers of a rectangle 
with sides 3L and 4L as shown. The fourth corner of the Y 
rectangle is located at the origin. 
a) Using the coordinate system given, calculate the electric field Q 
at the origin due to all three charges. Express your answer in 

- I 
unit vector notation. (You should leave your answer in terms of I 

I 
either k or a.) , : 3L 



21.44 A positive point charge q is placed at x = a. and a negative 
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p i n t  charge -q is placed at x = -0 .  a) Find  he magnitude md 
direction of the electric field at x = 0.  b) Derive an expression for 
the electric field at pain& on the x-axis. Use your resulz to gapb !he 
x-compncnt of the electric field as a Function of  x. for values of x 
betwmn -4a and +4u. 5 4--* 
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21-54 Whuo ho.zonhI. infinite, plane sheets of charpc arc separated 
by a distanced T h e  lower sheet has negative chaqc with uniform 
surface charge densily -v < O The upper rl~cct ha% p o s ~ ~ i v c  
charge withunifom surface charge density o. > 0. What i s  the el=- 
tric field (magnitude, and direction if the field is nonlero) a)  abare 

tk upprsheer? 6) below the lower sheer? c) between the sheets? 6: L r  C l r  



21.56 Sketch the elecaic field lines for a disk of radius R with a 
- - 

posirive uniform surface charge density a. Use what yau know 
about the elecrric field very dose ro tk disk and vew bar From rhe 
disk to make your sketch. 

29-60 The potassium chloride rnolcculc (KC]) has a dipole 
mnrnenr of g.9 X 1 0 - w ~ . m .  a )  Assuming that this dipole mvment 
shes from two charges + 1.6 X 1W"C separated by distance d,  
calculaled. b) What is the mrximum magnitude of the torque that a 
unilom electric field with rnagn~tude 6.0 X I@ N/C can cxen on a 
KC1 molecule? Sketch Lcmlative oricnrations of the clecmc dipole 
moment ji and the efcctric field when the toque is a maximum. 
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21.94 Positive charge Q is uni- Y 
formly distributed around a I 
semicircle of radius a (Fig. 
21.39). Find the electric field 
(magnitude and direction) at the 
center of curvature P 


